Notification


In the wake of countrywide lockdown due to epidemic of covid-19, all the interested bidders concerning the above notification which was uploaded on portal on dtd. 13.03.2020 may get informed that pre-bid meeting is not possible to arrange due to precautionary advisories of the Govt. of India.

However, as a remedial alternative, all the interested bidders are offered an opportunity to submit their queries to the office of the undersigned on the e-mail ddugky_UPSDM@gmail.com by 12.00 noon till 27.04.2020.

All the queries received by the above date and time will be duly considered and resolved and be presumed as proceedings of the pre-bid meeting. The replies/decisions will be uploaded on the portal and be deemed to be modification to the earlier notification no-4109/DDUGKY/UPSDM/2019/1409 on dtd. 13.03.2020.

Consequently, the last date for submitting the bid would stand extended till 4th May, 2020. For any further clarification, the parties may contact on the given phone numbers or correspond on the following email.

Tel: 0522-4066115
E-mail-(a) mdssdm-up@nic.in
     (b) ddugky_upsdm@gmail.com
Contact No.: +91-5224066115/ 7991200112

(Kunal Silku)
Mission Director